
Latin 2/2 Grammar Binder

Set-Up Instructions:   Your family should already have a grammar binder with the following tabs from
previous years.  This year you will simply be adding to that same binder.  If you are new to Latin this year or
have yet to build a Latin binder, you will need to keep a grammar binder with tabs as are outlined below.  We
would highly recommend that you build one master grammar binder as a family that the parent mostly
oversees for accuracy.  This master grammar binder will act as a reference that the parent will use to quiz
students and to review with when a rule, ending, etc., appears in the text and you need help remembering
how to translate it.  Your student will also be building a grammar binder for themselves.  This can be a
separate, smaller binder (½”), or more highly recommended simply add the grammar pages back of a 2”-3”
workbook binder.

Please divide your grammar binder into the following tabs:
1. Nouns
2. Pronouns
3. Adjectives
4. Prepositions
5. Verbs
6. Adverbs
7. Sentence Patterns
8. Class Notes or Miscellaneous - please have extra paper

Organization: For the ease of both families and teacher, each year we have decided to print all of the
necessary grammar pages as part of your Latin workbook.  You will notice that each of the following pages is
organized by chapter and not by part of speech.  This is so that you and your student can easily find the new
pages as you move through the Lingua Latina curriculum.  As you move into a new chapter, simply pull out
the new grammar pages for that chapter as you come across that concept in the text, then organize the
handout into its appropriate tab/ part of speech.  All titles of each grammar handout have the not only the
chapter(s) number, but also the coordinating grammar binder tab under which that particular handout should
be filed.

Purpose: Learning Latin grammar is like a giant puzzle. We don’t want to give you a bunch of puzzle
pieces and expect that you can organize them and make a beautiful picture.  Instead, the purpose of the
grammar binder is to give each piece of the puzzle a place in the picture.  Eventually by the end of Latin 1,
for example, under nouns you will essentially have everything you need to remember to use nouns in Latin.
You will have all 5 charts with their declensions, special grammar rules that apply to nouns, the exceptions to
the rules, examples of their uses, etc, etc. You will do this with each part of speech!!  We hope this binder
will be a resource helpful to each family in our CCS Latin program!

N.B. The key to this binder can be found on the CCS Classics Website.  However, we STRONGLY
recommend that parents do NOT simply print the key for themselves.  Instead, we have included blank
handouts in your key as well so that you too can use these pages for taking notes and for learning the
grammar yourself!


